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I) DEFINITIONS 
 a) Circuit training 
 b) Functional exercises 
 c) Core conditioning 

 
II) CIRCUIT TRAINING 
 a) Benefits and goals 
 b) Formats 
  - Cardio - Resistance – Cardio/Resistance  
  - Unison - Multi-station – Unison/Multi-station 
  
III) ASPECTS OF FUNCTIONAL CORE CONDITIONING EXERCISES 
 a) The S.A.I.D. Principle 
 b) Stability and mobility 
 c) Reactivity and Balance 
 d) Rotation 
 e) Closed kinetic chain 
 f) Additional considerations 
   
IV) CREATING A HEART-CORE CIRCUIT WORKOUT 
 a) Format, number of stations, station time ratios, cycles 
 b) Exercise choices, warm-up and cool-down 
 c) Music: choice, speed 
 
V) CARDIOVASCULAR & RESISTANCE TRAINING CONSIDERATIONS  
 a) Current ASCM guidelines and recommendations 
 b) Manipulating exercise intensity: Frequency, duration, load 
 c) Monitoring exercise intensity: Rate of Perceived Exertion 

 
VI) EQUIPMENT 
 a) Steps, mats 
 b) Body bars, dumbbells,  
 c) Stability and Ballast Balls 
 d) Balance equipment (BOSU Balance Trainer, BeamFit Beam) 
 e) Miscellaneous (Tubing, bands, other) 
 
VII) CUEING AND TEACHING STRATEGIES 
 a) The 3 stages of learning  
 b) Cueing: nominative, descriptive, numerical, directional, verbal and  visual 
 preview, motivational, body alignment, safety, other 
 c) Group organization and control 



VIII) PARTICIPATION IN A HEART-CORE CIRCUIT TRAINING SESSION 
 
 
FORMAT: A multi-station Cardio-Resistance training circuit, intermediate level  
 
WORKOUT DURATION: 20-50 minutes (45-60 seconds per station, 2-3 cycles) 
 
MUSIC: 128-130 BPM: working on the beat is an option, not an obligation 
 
EQUIPMENT: Instructor’s choice and what is available 
 
EQUIPMENT for the instructor: whistle and stopwatch  
 
WARM-UP (6-8 minutes): Movements that prepare the joints and muscles for the 
forces and mechanics of the selected exercises.  
 
FINISH session with cool-down and stretch 
 
 

WORKOUT 
 

R: RESISTANCE 
C: CARDIO 
 
R Station # 1 Kneeling, R knee on Beamfit Beam (foot off the Beam if possible), 
L knee and both hands on the floor; lift and extend the left leg and the right arm, 
perform flexion and extension for 8-12 reps, repeat with L knee on Beam 
 
C Station # 2 Standing, facing the step: squat-jump up onto the step platform, 
step down, (alternate the lead leg down, modify squat jump as needed) 
 
R Station # 3 Kneeling, hands and forearms on Bosu Ballast Ball, perform 
forward ball roll-out engaging the torso and lowering the buttocks to create a 
plank position from shoulders to knees, roll back to starting position, 8-12 reps 
 
C Station # 4 Standing, gliding discs under feet, perform ‘cross country skiing’ 
(see demo) 
 
R Station # 5 On hands and toes, arms and legs extended, gliding discs under 
toes, perform a push-up, return to starting position, abduct and adduct both legs, 
perform 8-12 reps 
 
C Station # 6 Standing on the step (side approach), perform alternating diagonal 
lunges with propulsion, same arm as leg extends and lifts forward during lunge 



 
R Station # 7 Standing, Bosu Ballast Ball in hands, arms lifted up and slightly 
behind head: rotate the torso as arms move the ball downward, then upward, 
(performed quickly but with control), return to start position, 8-12 reps R, then L 
 
C Station # 8 Standing, gliding discs under feet, perform sliding ‘jumping jacks’ 
 
R Station # 9 Standing, gliding discs under feet, body bar in hands: perform 
backward lunge R as you lift body bar upward, forward and slightly L (torso 
rotation), 8-12 reps, repeat 8-12 with L leg 
 
C Station # 10 Standing at the end of the step, facing front: perform a squat, 
followed by ‘across the top’ with propulsion, squat at other end, repeat R, L (see 
demo) 
 
R Station # 11 Lie supine on the Bosu Ballast Ball, head positioned towards the 
floor (you are ‘draped’ over the BBB), knees bent, feet on the floor, arms crossed 
at chest level. Perform torso flexion (ball curl-up) for 8-12 reps, or as time permits 
 
C Station # 12 Standing, one foot on the dome of the Bosu Balance Trainer, 
other foot on the floor (side of BBT), perform propulsive ‘squats’, moving from R 
side to L side  
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